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 “The invention of ships was also the invention of shipwrecks.” 

                                                                                 —Paul Virilio 

  

I came to explore the wreck. 
The words are purposes. 
The words are maps. 
I came to see the damage that was done 
and the treasures that prevail. 

                                                                                 —Adrienne Rich 
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My Son in the Sea 
  
Somehow he knows he can breathe in both  
water and air. See how he grows piscine,  
  
dull on land, iridescent in the deep. 
Delicate flesh of my blood and my bone. 
  
How many bodies can this world hold? 
Men want to examine exactly where  
  
skin meets scale. You can’t have it both ways,    
Choose: man or fish? Not a man, say the men.  
  
Don’t listen to them, sing the sirens,  
preening their feathers (being as they are  
  
part woman, part bird). What will the fish say? 
Neptune, I’m counting on you in your pearl  
  
and coral grotto, where divisions are not  
so brightly lit, where sea horses are not  
  
horses, where starfish are not fish, but stars. 
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Look  

Today she sees the sea’s still untroubled 

by boats. Another tick on this beautiful  

island, this beautiful prison.  

Everyday treasures on her windowsill  

catch her eye—an opalescent feather,  

a button made of stone. She eats honeyed figs,  

just picked, with a little feta.  

Her halo of snakes flickers about her  

shoulders, their tongues hiss and whisper.  

At night they shush her back to sleep when she stirs.  

But now, she lifts sweet bits to their lips.  

Do snakes eat figs? Hers do. They rise, as she strides  

through her statuary of hapless men,  

rustle like a breeze chuffing through dry grasses.  

Here the air around her is quick with bees.  

She hums along with them as they light  

into their hives. She reaches inside  

the cool stone cavities, gathers comb  

from a hollow torso. As if wishing  

to coax from him some news, she traces honey  

over his lips, the mouth frozen in its O  

of horror. Someone else’s son, this assassin.  

Her snakes caress his face. Her Grey Sisters,  

share an eye between them—look past—look now— 

look future. They augur her end is the end  

of some hero’s quest. A boy blindly  

swinging a borrowed sword. And then her head,  
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another weapon. Boys will make weapons  

of anything. She licks the honey from her fingers  

and offers thanks to the bees. She learned,  

to her surprise, she’s a chrysalis. 

All this time a great winged stallion  

has been stabled inside her. When the blade  

divides her head from spine, Pegasus  

will climb, birth slick, from her body’s bloodied  

stump and stamp his mighty hooves. He’ll snap  

the tight furl from his wings and glide above  

the tides. Look, they’ll say, What a beautiful  

monster. For now, she’s still unsplit listening  

to the men’s stony silence, her snakes’ soft hisses. 
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Why I’ll Never Make It as a Witch  
  
  
The frog pond is mostly forgotten  
behind chainlink and jessamine.  
Lily pads float on its murk.The frogs’  
deep-throated songs wash across the pond.  
The snap of a crisp twig gives me away 
and the croaks fall silent. One frog, eyes level  
to water, keeps watch on celestial and  
aquatic. We tell our girls the kissed frog  
is a prince (that fly-stinking lipless mouth). 
It’s an easy shudder. I went to the woods  
with the neighborhood pack of kids—oldest  
teaching youngest necessary skills—  
the selection of skipping stones, where  
salamanders hide, how to find  
Jewelweed growing creekside, its striped seed pods  
spring-loaded and ready to explode. 
Even the youngest could identify  
the wriggling mass of frog spawn, its two kinds  
of tadpoles: small dots for regular frogs,  
larger and ink dark for the bulls. We’d scoop  
them up, bring them home in jars. The French serve  
their tender legs as delicacy.  
We instead would flay open their bellies  
in biology, tack their skin aside  
with pins to expose the working organs.  
Those frogs never knew a pond.  
Eye of newt and toe of frog, wool of bat  
and tongue of dog, My dog tugs away  
from the pond but I brace myself against  
his impatience and wait. Press my lips quiet.  
Fairy tale frogs dive deep then return,  
bearing treasure up from the muck.  
They glide through dirt suspended in water,  
like clouds in air, holding in their mouths,  
the gold ring, pearl of wisdom. 
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Incantation (Canine) 

  
my dog forgets the sharpness of his own claws and paws my bare foot he pierces my skin I 
forgive him he’s inhabiting his young body the only way he knows he doesn’t know he’s hurt me 
after loping in the yard he comes inside to drink deep from the stainless steel bowl I clean and 
fill for him his tongue slurping great gulps splashing cool water into his mouth across his jowls 
half he swallows half he flings all over the floor I forgive him he’s thirsty I forgive his belch and 
the drool he leaves on my jeans when he comes close for a scratch clockwork morning and 
evening we walk our rounds of the neighborhood blocks and stop when he shits I wait until he’s 
finished and pick up his leavings with my hand covered in a thin mitt I’ve ordered just for this 
purpose at night he clambers onto the couch and rests his muzzle in my lap where I smooth the 
silk of his ears to soothe myself 
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Atlas  

Those months you were missing, 
I’d open the map  
on my computer  
clicking in closer 
to where I thought you might  
that day be— pixelated,  
beaming out your location. 
  
I never found you.  
Not on the grey squares  
of Walmart parking lots,  
nor on the rural road  
threading through the rhombus  
of national forest.  
Is he in danger, 
the ranger asked,  
do you want to report him missing?  
                                                                                     
What kind of mother  
can’t find her son? 
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Tsunami  
  
  
Now back on what’s again a beach, bones shift— 
driftwood. Our sun-bleached femurs and rib cages  
  
of whales. Black sharks’ teeth. Still sharp enough  
to draw some creature’s blood. Remember?  
  
We all went together, breathing deep. And  
some said, wait! but we were dazzled by chance,  
  
ventured out into the bed where the ocean  
so recently rested. The surf will turn,  
  
its swale the scale of mountains. We’ll face 
its vast rolling churn. But here, the water leaves 
  
concavities more gently shaped by currents  
and pools. Rutted, and here, smooth. A lunar  
  
landscape where maybe we don’t belong.  
We’re far from what was shore. Look back  
  
at the distant pier. The sea’s retreat leaves  
drifts of flopping fish. They gasp for water,  
  
shine like knives. Animals lie still who once  
tide-tumbled in their shells— whelks, scallops, clams.  
  
Barnacled wrecks and refuse, even out here  
a scatter of cigarette butts. The lighthouse  
  
blinds with its orbiting eye. The philosopher says, 
the invention of ships was the invention of shipwrecks.  
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Black Widow  

  
I’m stopped by the black pearl of her.  
An elegant weapon, she’s glossy,  
ballistic. The precision of 
her articulated legs.  
But it’s the shine I notice. Light  
glints off carapace though she’s tangled  
in a sticky mess, a catchall  
of dead leaves and insects I mistake  
for cobweb near a potted shrub. 
The hydrangea has bloomed and faded  
though the days still blaze  
and the cicadas’ rattle  
rises in the oaks. Her belly  
is a perfect sphere between  
marble and pea. Her size belies  
her power— the crimson sign flashes— 
time’s running out. Her bite might make  
you dizzy or shake, slow your heart  
or make it race. Death is unlikely.  
Still, she’s reviled as murderess. 
The more complicated truth— 
she seeks seclusion, she won’t  
always eat her mate (the rarely seen,  
the often smaller), she eats fire  
ants for breakfast, she envenoms  
prey, enfolds them in a tight embrace,  
waits patiently while toxin takes  
its hold. She makes four kinds of silk,  
uses one to weave a purse:  
her clutch of eggs.  
  
Imagining her quick ascent  
I won’t deny the shiver. 
How those thin legs would feel prickling  
my skin. I could easily crush her,  
a satisfying pop under  
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my shoe, smear the sidewalk with what  
passes for blood.  
  
But I don’t kill her, I can’t  
kill her. I just lift her web  
on a stick and carry her a ways  
from home. Her hundreds of babies,  
a dozen, or fewer, will float  
away on favorable winds,  
survive her. 
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Long Distance 
  
  
The phone rings where am I here it’s early my father calls he says I can’t remember exactly what 
he says something like if you have anything to say to her say it now I’m staying in a chain hotel 
somewhere in the middle of Tokyo my room like all the others a dresser two beds split by a night 
stand holding up the light my children deep in their teenage sleep I say what do I say I can’t 
remember my exact words here it’s morning there night did he say it’s your last chance I take the 
phone to the bathroom she has a bed in a for-profit hospital in north Atlanta I hear her breathing 
the hiss and pump of oxygen I say something like it’s okay you can go here it’s tomorrow there 
today she’s dying today the longest day of the year she’s breathing I hear her she says my name 
says it as a question my children sleep tomorrow’s today it’s late the phone rings where am I my 
father calls he says I can’t remember exactly something like she’s gone when they wake we stand 
together at the window the city spread before us its arteries as far as we can see all these people 
none we know what do I tell them I tell them she’s gone 
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How long does it take  

  
                                    for a skeleton  
to dissolve? The work of insects and acids. 
I carry the skull aloft on the stalk  
of my neck. Examine its architecture—  
the hole where the nose should go, the orbital  
bowls to float the jellies of the eyes,  
the mandible’s articulated hinge,  
its startling array of bones bared every day  
as teeth. Nothing to say for the ears.  
They’ll lengthen and droop, finally fall— 
wax from a taper.  
                                    Thyra, Gussie,  
Karoline, Alice— my ancestresses  
and others—not forgotten only never  
known, ghosted. One grandmother used to dab  
her lipstick and press her lips together  
to blend the shades. I face the mirror plain  
as an acorn, call on brushes and sponges,  
extract of animal and plant. I brighten  
and soften, as the liquid mimics flesh.  
Pink the high ridges, shadow the hollows,  
line and spider the eyes—don’t cry—  
nothing’s left but blood for lips. 
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Relics of the Great Acceleration 
  
  
Inside my grandparents’ house, near the sunroom smelling of last year’s apples, 
inside a nook in the front hallway sits the home’s only phone, a squat black model 
  
with its receiver nested in the cradle. Number, circle, my fingertip loops the clickety arc 
of the rotary dial. If I choose zero, a live human answers. If I heft the White Pages 
  
from the shelf, open to my letter, skim down the list, I find my family 
printed there in bold type. Across the hall a door opens to steep spaced steps 
  
descending into the damp basement where a naked bulb casts shadows 
on a washer, clothes lines pegged with wood pins, and cobwebby shelves 
  
under the stairs where stacks of plates gather dust for decades after  
my grandfather retires. These are American-made, nearly unbreakable  
  
plates, traced around the edges with a burgundy border of dogwood flowers,  
plates thick and wide enough to balance on a waiter’s furred forearm. A waiter who 
  
serves the meat and three, cheap meals for office workers and department store shoppers  
downtown looking for stockings, a girdle, a good winter coat. Meals my grandfather  
  
tallies in his looping script. These hand written tickets from the Sanitary Lunch pay  
for the teal Ford Falcon tucked into the small detached garage past grape vines and  
  
fig trees just next to the victory garden, pay for his house of more than forty years  
where my grandmother’s azaleas and hydrangeas bloom out front, grapefruit rinds rotting  
  
underneath adding acid to the soil as they wither. My mother praises the flowers,  
disparages my grandfather as That cheap Greek. The man who takes me to Shoney’s  
  
for ice cream, slips twenties into my palm, makes me swear not to tell my dad.  
Dad’s deep sighs after each call from that black phone. My grandmother, powdered  
  
in a cloud of Coty, calling again, until those diner plates move to our more spacious basement.  
And now, except as small jolts of electricity in my brain, none of this, none of them exist. 
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Is there anything I do as effortlessly  
  

as the hawk gliding in flight? At least that’s how it looks from where I stand, neck craned, eyes 

squinting against the light. It seems at ease inscribing slow arcs across the sky, casually 

suspending the pull of gravity, reaching a higher elevation as it catches a thermal. How would it 

feel, that ease, the updraft under the wings? I don’t know anything. Maybe it’s hungrily scanning 

for rodents, any movement a potential morsel of intestine, muscle, meat. Maybe it’s escaping the 

hectoring ravens that follow it treetop to treetop or swoop down to deliver a peck to the back of 

its head. There she goes again, my kids would say, when I was taken over by laughter at dinner. 

Speechless, breathless, my belly hitching, unable to break from some hilarity that tickled me 

until coming back to ground, I’d swipe my eyes and say, like my father would in the same 

situation, ah, me, ah, me, until I could breathe again.  
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A Paper Boat 
  

Wait for rain. While it storms, tear out this page and fold it as described (next page). Don’t worry 
if it’s imperfect. This is true of all craft. When there’s a break in the clouds, take your boat 
outside, set your tender upon a body of water. A pond, a puddle, the runoff in the gutter, any will 
do. Is it seaworthy? Is it shipshape? Let it go. Maybe it will sink. Maybe it will float. Maybe 
someone will see it and think of a time when it was not odd to squat by the street in red rain 
boots, select a fallen leaf, place it on the currents, watch it worry its way around obstacles, watch 
it wash away. 
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Instructions for Folding a Paper Boat 
  

1.      Create guidelines with your first folds. Ahoy, shipwright! The first thing you need when 
building a boat is patience. Take heart, only a few minutes are required. Tear out this page 
and orient it with the short sides at top and bottom. Fold the page in half so the bottom edge 
aligns with the top. Crease. Then fold the page in half again, bringing the right side to the 
left. Crease the bottom right corner and re-open the page from left to right to show your 
guideline. 

2.      Fold the right bottom corner up to the middle and crease. Repeat with the left bottom 
corner. Rotate the paper so that the point of the triangle is at the top. Fold one flap up along 
the bottom where the triangles open. Turn the paper over and fold the flap up on the 
opposite side. (Keep going—if you stop now, you’ll be left with a small and not-very-
festive party hat). 

3.      Unfold the flap. Then, make a small triangle fold by bringing the bottom right corner to 
the crease. Repeat with the left bottom corner. Refold the bottom flap up again. Tuck the 
remaining two corners from the other side into the bottom flap. You should have a triangle. 
Tuck your fingers inside the triangle and carefully expand it until the bottom points of the 
triangle meet. Press the paper flat into a diamond. 

4.      Keep going (it took two years and two months to build the Titanic. You’ve already made a 
diamond). Fold the front, bottom layer of the diamond up to the top point and crease. Flip 
the paper over and repeat on the other side. You arrive at a small triangle. 

5.      Open the bottom of the triangle with your fingers. Then, gently pull apart the left and 
right flaps While you pull these flaps down, the mast will rise from the center. Flatten the 
mast and press the rest into the shape of a boat. Congratulations! Break a tiny bottle of 
champagne on the hull and set sail. 

  
  
(line drawings will provide guidance for these instructions in the final edition) 
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     2. VESSEL 
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Occupied Childhood  

  
My friend G. asks: Have you forgiven your mother yet? 
She’s still, seventy years later, trying.  
  
As a girl, she foraged for dandelion leaves  
in Paris parks— lion’s teeth their only salad greens. 
  
All the eggs a woman will ever have are born  
along with her, borne in the basket of her. 
  
My mother’s stories of her youth were told 
on a loop: The goose-step of boots against cobbled streets— 
  
The upstairs neighbor’s swearing parrot who’d curse  
the enemy in German, the language for lessons. 
  
The school mates one day on the playground, 
then the next day, spirited away— 
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Xmas Cocktails, 1974  
  
   
My mother slicked dates with cream cheese, spiraled each  
in bacon, skewered them with a plastic party pick,  
(those tiny bright swords I long to brandish but am not  
  
allowed to touch). There is a man, she says, wiping her hands  
on her apron, who might tell you you’re pretty.  
He might try to kiss you under the mistletoe hung  
  
in the foyer. I should not show him my toys, my  
room. She will be busy being the hostess.  
Don’t eat the olives, she says. The olives  
  
are in the dining room in a cut glass dish.  
I slide my fingertips into their hollows and flash  
my hand as if manicured in black. Five salty bites. 
  
Soon, the doorbell’s donging, I can barely  
hear the carols from the stereo. All these people  
sitting on our sofas, cackling with their teeth. 
  
My party dress is stiff and scratches. I tap my feet  
like Shirley Temple but they’re sweaty and pinched  
in lacy anklets and red patent Mary Janes.  
  
I spin and spin until my crinolines lift  
above my scabby knees. The room keeps lurching  
long after I stop. The man has arrived. He’s all  
  
dressed up in a three-piece suit, dark hair swept stiff.  
He stands in the foyer, smiling wide. How pretty,  
Princess, he says, and asks about my dress: Does it spin? 
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Incantation (Avian/Reptilian) 

  
once I saw a snake make its slow attack  

on a nest perched over a picnic shelter 

it encircled the post not dissuaded  

by the shrieking pair of swooping decoys  

or their frenetic attempts at protection  

as it reached the nest atop the post  

plenty of time to consider how  

it would allow each egg into its mouth  

three blue ovals cradled by straw how  

it would swallow all but only one by one 
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Say Uncle  

We were making a man in a field of fresh snow, an unspoiled expanse 

our boots had not yet punched through. Me and my friend Jennifer (short and freckled, 

keen on horses). Later we planned Swiss Miss and Jet Puffs, sweet on sweet. 

First we remove our mittens with our lips, wool squeaks our teeth. We scoop up 

snow, compact it with pressure and heat until the effort numbs our flesh red.  

We’ll roll the ball until it layers into a rough globe, press against the base  

with all our strength. Our path cuts jagged zigzags across the field. Our approach 

interrupts the neighbor boys’ industrious stuffing of snow into milk crates.  

They churn out bricks, they’re building a fortress, amassing an arsenal  

of frozen ammo stacked in pyramids. How many boys were there?  

I only remember the one, a head taller than me, who wouldn’t leave us 

alone. He wanted to fight, we wanted to play. But I was proud I wasn’t 

a girly girl, not a little gymnast or ballerina, but sturdy, 

victorious at thumb wars and arm wrestling. This was something different. 

I could best him, I said, and knew right away it was a mistake. He stepped  

so close I could see the snot gleam under his nose. Jennifer pulled me away. 

I was too proud to stand down, and anyway, why should I? What use  

is a fort without an enemy to storm it? I don’t remember him  

twisting my arm or pushing me face down, open mouthed, into a bank 
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of that perfect packing snow, but I remember precisely how the heat  

of my mouth moulded it into a cylinder of solid ice, pressing  

the back of my throat, and how when I thrashed, he shoved me deeper into the bank.   

Say uncle, he said easily, knee on my back, and I’ll let you up, but  

I couldn’t breathe or talk. Say uncle. His knee pressed so long I stopped fighting, 

so long I started to see bright starry shards. Let her up, Jennifer screamed,  

and when he finally did, I sputtered and spat on all fours, tears streaming.  

You shouldn’t have fought him, Jennifer said, brushing me off, leaving me 

completely toppled. 
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On Watching CA Conrad’s “Cherry Blossom Pollinators of Marfa, Texas, March 2014” 

  
The pollinators are honeybees, something smaller, and something larger— hummingbird, or 
hummingbird-like moth, with the dexterity and horizontal ease of an X-wing fighter. Their 
movement is not orderly, more like an opportunistic zipping from one bloom to the next. The 
bees inscribe the air, fly in cursive loops and curlicues. Butterflies take their time. 
  
The breeze sets it all into vibration, branches buffeted in currents. The pollinators just adjust, not 
blown off course.  
  
Outside my window the redbud blooms magenta, its flowers more compact and intensely colored 
than the cherry. It summons its own abundance. Though clothed only in flowers, later this 
summer its heart-shaped leaves will shade.  
  
Sakura is the Japanese word for spring’s ephemerality. Lie underneath the tree and look up 
through the branches, their dark leadwork against the stained glass sky.  
  
On the ground the petals gather in snow-like drifts. In each bloom, round pink petals cocoon a 
white star flecked with dark. The flowers are lanterns lit from the outside.  
  
It’s not what we see, but all we don’t—the sap that courses up the trunk into branches and 
boughs, or oxygen exhaling into air, or rain and minerals that seep in through roots. I’m watching 
an exchange I cannot fully understand. The flowers hawk their wares and the bees are buying.  
  
Bees are a matriarchy. All the pollinators feed together, not fighting, not jostling, not shooing 
each other away, taking sip by sip, just enough to hover and buzz. 
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Debut  
  
  
I’m their uncle, he lies.  
A chuckle under breath.  
The parents are on a date,  
the boy tells him. Call them,  
they’ll tell you, he says.  
I’d followed her, heeding  
last-minute instructions,  
breathing her perfume.  
At the table I’d arranged   
boy and girl, an apple  
sliced into crescents. 
When the back door swung open,  
the man filled its frame.  
The kids leapt from their chairs  
in a flurry of squeals.  
He smells like something sharp  
and sweet. He’s scooped up the girl  
spins her around the kitchen  
while the boy bobs up and down  
at his feet. My Red Cross training  
taught me to sweep a foreign object  
from an infant’s mouth.  
Does he ask me how old I am  
then? Or is it after  
he sits at the table?  
I serve him apple, 
mac and cheese, He whistles through  
his teeth. Thirteen.Damn.  
You’re killing me. I don’t know  
what he means. The mother laughs  
when I call the restaurant.  
Not an uncle just a friend.  
It’s (garbled), I hear her tell  
her husband, music in the background.  
Tell him to meet us, she says.  
But he stays. Eat, he tells the kids.  
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Raps his hands on the table.  
Thirteen? Shakes his head. The boy  
pops up then and pogoes around  
shouting, Thirteen! Thirteen! Thirteen!  
My face flames. The hair on my neck  
rises with the blush. Late that night  
after he’d left and then  
returned with the parents,  
all of them talking too loud,  
I worry they’ll wake the kids.  
Uncle not uncle. He says 
he’ll drive me home, promises  
not to kiss me. 
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After predator  
  
  
half-remains 
comprise both 
outside and in 
  
exposed as if 
by clinician: 
epidermis, intestine, 
  
no longer 
belonging to any  
one being. No  
  
struggle, no mother. 
Only a slow drain. 
Creeping stain. 
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Blood, Guts, & Reproduction  
  
By the time I came along, they didn’t call us candy stripers but  
we still wore the ridiculous retro uniform—seersucker pinafores  
striped red and white; starched caps bobby-pinned to hair scraped away from our faces;  
and thick, nude pantyhose we wriggled into to contain our naked legs.  
We were good girls, went by “volunteens.” Which meant we went without pay.  
Why was I even there, my name engraved on a rectangular badge  
secured over my left breast, next to service pins signaling my hours—  
in uniform like a general? I wanted a boyfriend. I wanted friends.  
I wanted adventure, or at least a teen caper, like the ones in trashy  
Scholastic novels about candy stripers. Invisible, I hurried  
through the halls, double-stepped past the windowless morgue in the basement  
on my way to deliver warm liquid or solid samples to the lab  
with its particular smell: burnt, fecal, antiseptic. I learned  
to ignore the janitors who wore scrubs, who whistled after me,  
Candy Stripper!, who said my ass was fine, who were called  
environmental engineers. I learned NPO meant no food. I learned  
Jello is a liquid. I learned no one cared if I lunched from vending machines,  
M&Ms and Coke. Meals measured hospital time, marked by the arrival  
of a tower of heavy melamine trays cloaked in a steamy cloud,  
its funk of peas. I lingered outside the nursery. Babies labeled  
in their plastic bassinets. Rows of babies beanied and bundled, showing  
only squinched, crimson faces. His little pecker was red as a pepper, 
I overheard the nurses snicker after an infant’s circumcision,  
and they sent me, blushing, away. I delivered flowers from the gift shop,  
films to radiology, pills in pleated, paper cups. I wanted to learn  
about medicine. I learned how to walk backwards into the service elevator  
guiding a wheelchair and holding the door open with my hip. 
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The Leaving  
  
  
They lie where they fell as if cargo flung from the back of a truck 
                                     
or soldiers prone on a battlefield. Maple leaves blazed like coals glowing.  
                                                                         
Blow on a coal and your breath becomes its brightening. Ashen marks char  
  
the sidewalk as if there had been a conflagration where the leaves had lain 
                                                                         
scattered across pavement. Edges silhouetted like an imprint  
  
left in wet cement, like chalk drawn around the victim’s position. 
  
Shaped like hands, one reaches for another as if they were trying  
  
to catch each other, fingers brushing as they fell. Like leaving  
  
a hand print on a cave wall, the place lit by torch, the body’s warmth  
  
softening the pigment, the work obscured by smoke, the hand palms  
  
the cool wall, heat leaves the body and sinks into stone. 
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Words for Her  
  
Children, the word for her is erasure,  
paycut, punchline. She handles issues  
of the leaky orifice: puke & mucus,  
blood & shit. She’s soothed your sick with blankets  
& ginger ale, you there, couch nested.  
Remember, don’t you, the drone of soap operas,  
the vacuum humming in your fevered dreams?  
She’s some Madonna. Or, Madonna, 
adorned (adored?) by some small bodies  
at the grocery. Her cart is laden 
with bright boxes—juice & noodles—the cart  
you studiously avoid. Judge her by  
their behavior—one is drooling, one’s smiling,  
one’s whining for sugar (which are you?).  
Judge how successfully she can deflect  
their pleas and wipe their noses with her sleeve.  
She should. I’d never. She’s the one whose death  
last month, last year, ten years ago left you,  
be honest, a bit relieved. She makes us 
eat our beets. She washes our socks. Ask, again,  
for sugar, and she’ll give a hard pinch  
to the skin just underneath your armpit. 
She’s a holy vessel. Or, a sperm receptacle.  
A story, children: They leap sleek as salmon  
fast & faster in their urgent need  
to be first to enter her deepest pool  
but! only one will bore the smallest hole  
inside the deepest, smallest part of her  
that will become the smallest part of me,  
of you—of every living person  
ever after. Can we forgive her  
too many emojis? Admit we know her 
by the crescent imprint of her lipstick,  
by her smell alone? We know her, don’t we,  
children? Flowers, send her, or at least a card.  
We who erased her name when we arrived. 
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Great Blue  
  
Once a week we meet at the greenway  
to go running and discuss  
her daughter or my sons.  
The paved path sides 
a thin creek crowded by weeds  
meant to mimic the wild.  
There, where the bank  
juts into eddies, hunched  
on brush—a Great Blue Heron. 
We stop, struck dumb. 
  
They’re known for balance,  
how they stand stock still  
on one leg in the midst  
of rushing rivers. A symbol  
of divinity? Or, as  
the field guide states, common?  
  
Twice I’ve been quieted by this 
so-called crane. Once my youngest (just three) 
who saw the steady wingbeat of the wader  
in ungainly flight said, You honor us, Great  
Blue, you honor us. Was it an omen? Was it 
just a widespread bird? My friend and I 
turn back, take up our worries, run. 
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In Flight  
  
  
We board quickly in order to miss the storm. Back near the gate, a man had thrashed and flailed  

on the carpet, foaming from the mouth, circled by EMTs who spoke slowly and too loud.  

Fast food workers peered over their counters. The men at the bar chuckled uneasily.  

You have to be careful, said the lady who sold me an apple, They can swallow  

their tongues. The man shrieked and the hair on the back of my neck stood up. In ancient days, 

demons would have been blamed, these convulsions proof of the dark struggle for our souls.  

Our plane shudders through thunderheads, airborne by sorcery I don’t understand.  

We’ve beaten the front. Across the aisle, a woman underlines her book in pencil  

adding emphasis to words she’s already highlighted in acid yellow.  

One row ahead another woman sleeps, slumped over the pillow of her coat bunched  

on her tray table, her mouth soft and open. Between the crack in the seats in front  

of me, football players scramble across the screen of an iPad held by a man’s  

hairy hand. The woman with the book has perfect, squared nails painted glossy red.  

I try to see what she’s so carefully studying. A figure crouches on her book cover,  

inside a circle with a slash. How to S______Proof Your Home, I make out. Squirrel?  

Once I had the same trouble when a nesting mother intent on shelter gnawed her way  

into the attic and I could hear her scratch in the walls. Now, the attendant delivers drinks  

to those still awake. The smell of scotch. The figure on the book is holding a spear, no,  

a pitchfork, like the Hormel devil. Satan! Vanna, I’d like to solve the puzzle,  

she’s trying to Satan-Proof her house. What steps would you take, I wonder, and think of ropes 

of garlic, but that’s vampires. She doesn’t look crazy, quietly marking another passage  

of note. The fragile magic of a list to tick, a murmur of words. Later, after  

we’re safely home, I’ll learn the storm we skirted flung tornadoes here and there. Black thumbs 

rubbing out houses. 
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Artisanal Children  

  
Raised by hand, they fed from the bountiful 

fountains of our breasts. We swaddled them  

to our bodies, read to them, and sang. 

Their snacks: organic. Screen time: restricted. 

We bestowed trophies for peewee sports,  

filled their sticker charts with foiled stars.  

(I raised a small brood myself, kept them decked  

in Gymboree.) Watch them now—released  

into the wild—they gambol in Brooklyn,  

dry swallowing SSRIs, nibbling  

charcuterie, sipping Negronis.  

Rooting through vintage, they find our cast-off  

80’s jeans, threadbare at the seams. 
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The man peeing in the subway  
  
swings a clear plastic bag containing  
two unblemished bananas. 
  
The man peeing in the subway— 
clean, tall, dressed in black— 
strolls to the end of the platform. 
  
The man peeing in the subway 
lingers near the entrance to the tunnel 
where the dark waits to receive him. 
  
The man peeing in the subway 
is the guy, my husband says, who 
is going to take a piss. The guy 
  
looks like a Derrick or a Jake  
(as if his name would spray, too). 
In the city, it’s true too few bathrooms 
  
can be found but, back near the gates, 
the grandfather waits. And the squirming boy 
whose shoes flash with every pivot. And 
  
the middle-aged man reining in  
his swollen prostate. And all women  
know the familiar shuffle,  
  
every half time and intermission,  
little girls and the pregnant ushered  
to the front. The rest squeeze legs shut. 
  
Having hit his mark, he walks back,  
unabashed. His phone blares the play by play.  
His team is winning. Yes, Derrick!  
  
You’re a billionaire squirting your rockets  
into space. The world is your urinal.  
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A Paper Airplane 

  
Steady. You are building a body, preparing it for flight. 
Understand there’s no guarantee of success. The maiden  
voyage may end in disaster, nose broken, wings scuffed. 
Don’t think of Daedalus and his clever inventions. Perish 
the thought of Icarus and his waxen feathers. Fasten 
your seatbelt and stow your tray table in its upright 
and locked position and still, oxygen may spangle 
down from the ceiling and your plane may fall. 
Most flights lift off without incident but who doesn’t  
envision the spectacular crash. Try to forget  
your seat doubles as a floatation device, make simple 
folds, take care to crease the edges, whisper words  
of encouragement, whisper your words of hope. 
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Instructions for Folding a Paper Airplane 
  

1.     Tear out this page. Align it vertically with the short edges at top and bottom. Fold in 
half lengthwise and press to form a midline crease. Unfold. 

2.     Fold down the top right corner to the midline and crease. Repeat on the left corner. 
3.     Keeping the corner folds intact, fold the right triangular flap to the midline and crease. 

Repeat with the left side. 
4.     Fold the page in half inward along the midline. Crease. 
5.     You should now have a steep triangle shape. Fold down each side of the triangle 

outward to meet the bottom edge and crease to form wings. Extend the wings as 
desired. Take aim and take flight. 

  

(line drawings will provide guidance for these instructions in the final edition) 
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     3. WRECK 
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See Her Now  
  
  
soon                                                     
  
                                    all we’ll recall is her craft                               how in dust      
  
  
or dew                                                 it dazzled                                             but see her now 
  
  
                        above her whip-stitched  script                                   ready to take what 
comes                                            
  
make it her own 
             
                                    she slings her lines 
                                                                                                and pins one 
end                                                                                              
  
to ink weed 
  
                                    the other to angel’s trumpet 
  
                                                                                                            she fixes           
  
what she’s already fixed                                             she sweeps away 
                                                                     
                                     
yesterday’s mess 
                                                                                                her work is 
circular                                          
                                                                                     
                                                            she’s the center 
  
             
            of her galaxy                                       its everyday 
disasters                                                               
  
             
  
the home she’s made                                                  is the home she’s making        
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My Witchery 
  
See the frown lines bracketing the thin lips,  
see the hideous whisker that glints  
from my chin in too bright light? Repair these  
frights, insist the glossies. Cover grays.  
  
Or like the crafty auntie, wave away  
the offending bristle with a quick, fragrant singe.       
             
Shall I be a knitter of sweaters?  
Shall I be a sipper of tea? Read  
the leaves—the moment I’m finally ready  
to be seen, the world looks right through me.  
  
Here I am (wrapped in my cloak. It’s practical, black).  
             
Shall I repair to the trees? 
                                                 
                                                If a woman is lost 
                                                If a woman vanishes in the forest 
                                                If an old woman disappears in the old 
                                                growth. If the old growth vanishes 
                                                If a woman repairs to the old 
                                                (if a man disappears in the forest 
                                                he’s camping)                          
  
Remnants of ephemerals,  
the girls are  
hemmed about the edges  
in their red hoods, but she 
searches deeper into dark                    
  
veined, vined,  
for long-lived sisters.  
Every hunter knows  
the most ferocious  
bears are mothers.  
  
I’ll repair to them.  
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Bald-Faced Hornet  

Her aerial nest could be mistaken for an errant balloon caught  
in the maple’s crown except that its heft is not inflated but 

constructed. Shaggy, tornadic—that nest, a craft some critic panned  
as a dolorous gray globe. Tell me what you could do with rumination, 

chewed wood inflected with starch from your spit. How would it weather? 
Soon she’ll birth her scouts and send them out to hunt with sting and venom. 

This single mother, architect, this queen of her own making. 
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Watching Miss America  

   
Mom and Dad ballast either end of the sofa,  
me and my brother crosslegged on the carpet,  
ruining our eyes too close to the screen. Live  
from Atlantic City, New Jersey!  
  
We are spared the ugly ones who quickly wave 
on the highlight reel where they engage  
in wholesome ice cream licking. It drips  
onto their matching outfits—Miss Oklahoma,  
  
Miss West Virginia, Miss North Dakota.  
Former Queens of Apple Blossom, posing  
next to a butter sculpture or prize heifer.  
Their one live moment shows them resigned  
  
and smiling wanly from the third riser.  
During commercials, the pageant’s meretricious  
pitch insists it’s for scholarships!  
We sit through the talent embarrassed  
  
for the earnest plunking of piano  
or warble of aria when what we want 
is the spangled baton twirler, the sequined  
tumbler. At last the competition of  
  
swimsuits with the crawl across the bottom  
of the screen: age, bust, waist, hips—the figures  
under each girl as she stands at the end  
of the catwalk, hand on hip, eyes of the nation 
  
upon her. She wears nothing but Vaseline  
to keep her lips from sticking, a state-emblazoned  
sash, a swimsuit, and high heels. It makes me  
uneasy. I don’t understand why 
  
you’d wear heels to the pool. I do the math— 
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in five years, grow five inches, strip fifteen pounds.  
Or more, my mother says, to make up for  
whatever the camera adds. But soon it’s time  
  
for last year’s winner to roughly pin  
the crown to the head of the crying girl  
who clutches a rose bouquet, who shakily  
waves as the schlubby announcer croons,  
  
there she is, and she is there,  
mascara streaming, tiara atilt. 
They’re not real, my mother says,  
the diamonds are made of paste. 
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Denise  
  

The boys muttered her name under their breath punctuated with heh-hehs.  
The boys put heavy emphasis on the second syllable. Da-NEECE.  
After she walked past, Eric cracked Da-NICE. The boys punched each other and laughed. 
  
Denise had long, dark lashes and a quick smile. 
Denise lived in an apartment with her mom. 
  
Ginger said her big sister said Denise was easy.  
Tonya said Coach Armstrong was always extra sweet to Denise if you know what I mean. 
  
The boys were all short. 
The boys combed their hair straight down over their eyes, eyes squinting out under the fringes. 
  
Denise wore designer jeans. Gloria Vanderbilt gleamed from her back pocket. 
Denise wore Dr. Pepper Lip Smackers, the tube tucked in the coin pocket under the gold-
embroidered swan. 
Denise wore a bra, the white strap evidence spied through the fabric on the back of her shirt. 
  
Denise had her ears pierced, silver crescent moon on one lobe, silver star on the other. 
Denise already had braces.  
Denise already had boobs, ping-pong-ball size, said the boys. 
  
Tracy said she heard Denise frenched Eric last Saturday. 
Shari said she heard Denise let Eric feel her up. 
  
Mrs. Polly told Mrs. Brooks Denise was precocious. 
Mrs. Polly told Denise she could ask her for supplies. 
At recess, Mrs. Polly told us to stop gossiping like a bunch of old biddy hens. 
  
We whispered stories about kissing with braces, that the metal would lock you together  
forever. 
We wondered what the difference was between making out and making love.  
We watched the boys watch Denise. 
We watched Denise. 
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Pumpkin Muffin  

  
Just before the bare-chested, sweaty guy fires  
his gun, he mutters the very worst swear  
  
at the target of his wrath. Motherfucker.  
In the movies, that’s how it plays. Tense quiet,  
  
the oath, and then blows land, bullets fly.  
Motherfucker. But why invoke the one  
  
who fucked the mother? Is that the father?  
Or someone she just liked at the time?  
  
If the very worst refers to parents  
having sex, why not Fatherfucker?  
  
Now that has the best alliteration.  
Think of the spit those fricatives would spray  
  
into your enemy’s face. But what if  
the mother happened to want the fucking?  
  
What if it had been a while and your father  
walked into the kitchen and hugged your mother 
  
and maybe they even spoke of you, how much  
they love you, how proud you make them, how glad  
  
they were that you weren’t, at that moment,  
there. And maybe—I know you can’t bear it— 
  
maybe they went upstairs that Saturday  
afternoon and soon, I’m sorry, it’s true,  
  
soon your father, stripped off his boxers  
and cooed his term of endearment for  
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a certain part of your mother’s anatomy,  
My sweet pumpkin muffin. Let’s just say  
  
the rhythmic mattress squeaks and happy shrieks  
ensuing roused the neighborhood hounds  
  
from lazy stupors. Motherfucker!  
Why not cause for joyous celebration,  
  
praise for parents having sex, the means 
of our creation! None of us would be here  
without those fuckers. 
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Springtime Aubade with Open Windows  
  
  
Listen, the birds are chirping and I’m  
pissed. They’re well into their morning chorus  
and the sun’s not even up. And why 
this incessant shush of traffic pricked with  
the high whine of motorcycles. Honestly  
what’s the rush? I’ve been up since three,  
or awake, at least. I need just another  
few minutes sleep. But now the owl— 
Dude, you’ve had all night—decides it’s time  
to woo a mate. His only line, Who, who  
cooks for you? on repeat. My mind  
grinds its gears remembering necessities, 
things I’ll forget if I don’t get up and write:  
the grocery list, birthday wishes, and  
the poem that begins with listen. 
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Where Are You Now, Steve McNeal?  
  
  
When they turned down the lights and the disco ball cast sequins on the floor, walls, bodies, the 
eighth grade boy who asked me to skate offered his hands, palms up. I took them. We were both 
slightly sweaty and he skated backwards ably for the eternal length of the song that now in my 
mind plays as Waiting by Foreigner. A song I later bought on cassette with my babysitting 
earnings and played on a plastic Panasonic.   
  
He pulled me forward skating faster than I would have on my own. The whole time he said 
nothing, but the grip on my hands was firm. Wallflower plucked, I looked into his eyes (grey? 
blue?), my body rolling in slow ovals, thoughts whirling. He was my friend’s crush. I told him. 
Ginger likes you. He said nothing. Grunted or shrugged. Kept skating. When the song ended, he 
returned me to the buzzy girls waiting at the opening. The lights came up. He released me and 
we watched him skate away.  
  
We were all just your usual humans. Petty and mean. Soon to be flight attendants. Lawyers. 
Fuck-ups. Mothers. 
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Incantation (Spherical) 
  

My fellow humans you are sometimes hard to love. 
You are always in my way. Don’t you know 
I have places to go? Every day  
I try to love you better and fail. Let me  
try again. I’d magic a spell to keep  
your plane aloft, slicing its white line across  
the sky, against freak lightning, against  
the uneven ladder leaned on the gutter,  
against a shower of bullets. I don’t  
want to imagine what harm might come to you. 
To us. Remember the good witch Glinda  
drifted in a bubble fragile as soap,  
its rainbowed opalescence suspended.  
In traffic, a guy looms behind me 
in a jacked-up truck. Help me remember he’s  
someone’s brother, son. Honey, here’s a spell  
for your protection, even as you lean  
into your horn, I surround you in a bubble of golden light. 
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The Bees 
  
Epithalamion for I and B 
  
At dawn, the bees wing out into the world 
seeking sweetness. Stopping by each bloom, 
they remember where to find each flower, 
how the sun lights the way through the leaves. 
Their days are busy, they’re buzzing about, 
gathering supplies and stories to share. 
Some days are perfect—pollen everywhere. 
Some days the rain grays everything 
and the journey doesn’t seem like adventure. 
But still, they remember this blossom, that 
meadow, preparing for their return home 
where they’ll share a meal and tell each other 
about their days, dance to keep each other warm. 
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Afterglow  
  
  
I am radiant 

sending energy  

in all directions. 

I am radical,  

a flash, flush with blood.  

Its rushes make a sheen. 

See me in the distance  

a shimmer, a desert  

illusion of cool.  

I’m no oasis.  

I’m my own engine,  

stoked, firing on all  

cylinders. My own  

pulsing sun. How many  

degrees Kelvin? Heat  

comes off me in waves,  

flares, plumes. Volatile  

collection of chemical  

reactions, the greater  

the resistance, the hotter  

I’ll flame. Queue the afterburners,  

my elemental  

particles vaporize.  

I’m going out blazing. 

Close your eyes—you’ll still  

see me, my afterglow,  

my brief, bright trail. 
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Craft 
  
  
Tear out this page. Hear the satisfying ssssshhhhick of paper freed from its binding. Next, with 
both hands, crush the page into an artful ball. Gaze upon your creation. You hold a one-of-a-kind 
work of art, a shape complex as DNA, unique as a fingerprint. Pitch it into the air and practice 
your catch. Let your dog fetch it until dissolves into a soggy pulp. Or chuck it at someone you 
love. See if they’ll put down their phone. Now that you have their attention, go outside, go for a 
walk. You can hold hands. You can take the dog. 
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